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Abstract

This article reexamines the administered contracts approach to regulation in light of recent empirical
research that establishes the importance of transaction-costs in the organizational choice and design
decisions. After reviewing the fundamentals of transaction cost reasoning and the franchise bidding-versus-regulation debate, the study surveys the empirical literature on franchise bidding, contracting, and
vertical integration. The implications of transaction-cost theories for current policies toward pubic utility
regulation and deregulation are also addressed.

1. Introduction
Although transaction-cost economics has had its greatest influence on the analysis of vertical
integration and contracting, many of the central arguments and concepts identified with
modern transaction-cost theory trace their origins to the regulatory debates of the 1960s and
1970s. Spurred by Harold Demsetz' (1968) franchise-bidding solution to the natural
monopoly problem, Oliver Williamson (1975) and Victor Goldberg (1976) set out the first
detailed, comparative analyses of the roles and limitations of markets and regulation as
alternative institutions for the governance of public utility transactions. The problems
communities encountered in the procurement of public utility services were, as it turned out,
isomorphic to the problems private firms faced in deciding whether to make or buy
intermediate goods and in designing and administering contractual relations. Because of its
relative tractability, transaction-cost theory concentrated on vertical integration and contract-
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ing issues in nonregulatory settings in its subsequent development. (See, especially, Klein,
Crawford, and Alchian (1978) and Williamson (1975; 1985).) But that development was
and continues to be informed by arguments and insights generated in the debate over
franchise bidding versus regulation.
A variety of factors combine to make this an appropriate time for an appraisal of
developments in transaction-cost economics in the ensuing years and their implications for
public utility regulation. First, considerable progress has been made in both the content and
evaluation of transaction-cost theories of organization. In particular, a substantial body of
empirical evidence now underlies the theory of governance choice and design. Second, a
number of major changes have occurred in technology and the regulatory environment of
public utilities. Whereas public utilities have traditionally exhibited a high degree of vertical
integration, with production, transmission, and distribution often organized within a single
firm, recent public policies have fostered increasing vertical disintegration in the utilities
sector. The well-documented separation of local access and long-distance service occasioned by the AT&T breakup is probably the most prominent example, but similar trends
have occurred in electricity, where generation is increasingly becoming the domain of
independent firms (Joskow 1991a), and in natural gas, where sales and transportation have
been largely unbundled (Teece 1990; DeCanio and Frech 1993; Lyon and Hackett 1993).
More arms-length exchanges are thus replacing vertical integration in a number of regulated
environments. Yet, the alternative is rarely the competitive spot market seemingly envisioned by regulators. Instead, long-term contracts appear to be the preferred norm.
These changes in the institutional and regulatory structure of the public utility sector have
resulted in a number of important policy questions. The first concerns the efficiency
consequences of the movement away from a vertically integrated institutional structure. To
the extent that the government has imposed vertical disintegration through the courts
(AT&T), regulatory agencies (FERC), or legislation (PURPA 1978), what are the likely
efficiency effects? The second relates to the design of the most efficient regulatory framework in a vertically disintegrated environment. How, for example, does the procurement of
inputs through long-term contracts influence the appropriate design of regulations? The
recent empirical work on transaction costs and optimal institutional choice provides guidance
on both counts. Finally, the transaction cost, or administered contracts, view of regulation
represents an alternative to the mechanism design perspective that dominates much of the
current theoretical literature on regulation. This paper represents an opportunity to interpret
and assess that literature through a t~ansaction-cost lens.
The structure of the paper is summarized in table 1. Our discussion begins with a general
overview of transaction cost reasoning and theory, followed by a recapitulation of the
franchise bidding-administered contracts debate. The third section contains a summary of
the empirical research on public utility regulation that addresses the issues and hypotheses
developed within the administered contracting framework, followed by a broader review of
the empirical transaction-cost literature. Section four develops some of the implications of
this literature for regulatory policy, and a final section contains concluding remarks.

2. Transaction Costs, Institutional Choice, and Administered Contracts
2.1. Fundamentals of Transaction-Cost Reasoning
The logical foundation for analyzing organization and governance issues in transaction-cost
terms is Coase's (1960) insight that all potential gains from trade would be realized but for
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Table 1. Or~lanization of the Article
1. Introduction
2. Transaction Costs, Institutional Choice, and Administered Contracts
2.1 Fundamentals of Transaction-Cost Reasoning
2.2 Regulation and Administered Contracts
3. Empirical Research on Transaction Costs and Institutional Choice
3.1. Franchise Bidding and Regulation
3.1.1 Cable television
3.1.2 Other studies of public utility governance
3.2. Long-Term Contracting
3.2.1 Contract duration
3.2.2 Contract design
minimum purchase requirements
contract prices
methods of price determination
effects of external regulation
3.3 Vertical Integration
3.4 Governance Choice and Performance
4. Lessons for the Current Regulatory Debate
5. Conclusions
transaction costs. As Coase demonstrated, problems such as externalities that were conventionally believed to require government intervention could be resolved through private
negotiations if the costs of reaching and enforcing agreements were negligible. Since the
costs of bargaining and contracting are what prevent parties from securing all potential gains
from trade, the merits of markets relative to government regulation turn on the magnitude of
those costs relative to the costs of governing exchange administratively.
Coase's insight was important both for drawing attention to the potential for transactors
to resolve on their own problems that were thought to require government action and for
demonstrating that the efficiency of alternative institutional arrangements turned on transaction cost comparisons. But Coase's analysis, which called for direct comparisons of
transaction costs under alternative institutions, left open the question of which institution
9
2
was best in any particular c~rcumstance. Because transaction costs can, at best, only be
observed for institutions that are actually chosen, the relative merits of proffered alternatives
remaiv.ed a matter of mere speculation.
This limitation of transaction cost reasoning began to be addressed in the 1970s with the
application of the theory to a question that Coase (1937) had earlier identified as a transaction
cost issue: the boundaries of the firm. Following Coase, Oliver Williamson (1971; 1979)
reasoned that the choice between market and vertically integrated transactions turned on a
comparison of the costs of transacting under each. But Williamson recognized that "operationalizing" the theory required predicting when the costs of transacting under one arrangement were likely to be larger than under another. Accomplishing this entailed (i) identifying

2

The exception is Coase's observation that administrative costs of organizing transactions are likely to be
high when diverse transactions are brought within the control of a single organization (1991, 25; 1960, 17).
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the properties that distinguished organizational alternatives from one another, (ii) recognizing the costs associated with governing exchange under each alternative, and (iii) relating
the incidence of those costs to observable dimensions of the transaction in a discriminating
fashion.
According to that analysis, alternative institutional arrangements differ in the extent to
which they offer protection against opportunism and in the demands they place on managers'
limited time and attention. Spot market transactions or, more generally, simple day-to-day
exchanges provide transactors considerable autonomy and flexibility in the periods both
leading up to and following the actual transaction. In such transactions, parties are generally
free to bargain or not bargain as they please. Moreover, once a transaction is consummated,
the parties have relatively few ongoing obligations and may, for example, use or dispose of
the items procured in whatever manner they choose. 3
The latitude afforded transactors in simple exchanges provides them both the ability and
the incentive to adjust their behavior to events and information as they arise. That latitude,
however, also provides transactors a tactic to extract rents. Parties to a simple exchange may
haggle, stall, or walk away from the deal altogether if they are dissatisfied with the terms of
trade currently tendered. Although the existence of a large number of potential trading
partners limits such conflict over the terms of trade, transactors are often able to realize cost
economies or design benefits by making investments in relationship-specific assets. Such
investments can take at least four forms: (i) physical-asset specificity, which refers to
investments in equipment such as tooling or equipment specially designed for a particular
customer; (ii) site or location specificity, which occurs when a buyer or seller locates his
facilities next to the other to economize on transportation costs; (iii) human-capital specificity, which arises when one or both parties develop skills or knowledge valuable only when
dealing with the other; and (iv) dedicated assets, which are investments made to support
exchange with a particular customer that, though not specific to that customer, would result
in substantial excess capacity were that customer to discontinue purchases. 4
Although such investments enhance the value of exchange with a particular customer,
they have a discretely lower value in their next best use and, once made, effectively lock the
buyer and seller into a bilateral trading relationship. The more difficult it is to find substitute
performance or to redeploy investments to alternative uses, the larger the appropriable
quasi-rents and the greater the risk that transactional surpluses will be dissipated as the parties
engage in hold ups or other forms of opportunistic behavior attempting to influence the terms
of trade in their favor.
Contracting represents an attempt to attenuate such hold up problems by defining
acceptable behavior at the outset of the relationship. But contracting is also subject to a

The existence of product liability and implied warranty obligations are exceptions to this generalization.
An example of dedicated assets, and one that is exploited by Joskow (1987), is the capacity that a coal
mine might dedicate to a large purchaserof coal, such as an electric utility. If the market for such large
quantities of coal is relatively thin, then a failure to accept delivery by the purchaser would leave the mine
with productive assets which could not be readily redeployedto an alternative use. Similararguments
have been made, perhaps with justification, in cases where producers of electrical power have lost load to
self-generation.
In addition to the conditions listed above, the threat of hold ups may also arise, or be exacerbated,
where the timing of performanceis important. See discussion in section 3.3.
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variety of hazards that limits its usefulness. In particular, because contingent agreements are
costly to compose and difficult for courts to interpret and enforce, contracts are inevitably
incomplete. Although parties will design contracts to balance the need for adaptation with
the cost of effecting adjustments, the inability to define precise obligations in response to
changing events in ways that can be enforced at low cost means that contracts will, on the
one hand, tend to be inflexible an& on the other, leave considerable opportunity to cheat on
the agreement or to attempt to evade performance.
Transactors respond to the inability to write complete contracts in two ways. First, as the
transaction becomes more complex or uncertain, contracts are likely to become more
"relational" in character. Rather than attempting to lay out a detailed specification of the
terms of the agreement, relational contracts attempt simply to establish the process through
which future terms of trade will be determined--"the establishment, in effect, of a constitution governing the ongoing relationship" (Goldberg 1976, 428; see also Williamson 1979).
Second, parties will seek to reduce the costs of being bound to long-term agreements by
adopting agreements of shorter duration. The latter course, however, confronts a tradeoff
between the savings from reducing the duration of the contract by an additional period and
the hazard of negotiating follow-on procurements in a condition of bilateral monopoly.
When the hazards of spot market and contractual exchange are severe, vertical integration
offers potential ownership and governance advantages. By allocating residual rights of
control over the use and disposition of assets, ownership restricts the ability of nonowners
to withhold assets from production and thus limits hold-up opportunities (Williamson 1971;
1975; 1979; Klein, Crawford, and Alchian 1978; Grossman and Hart 1986). In addition,
differences in the legal defaults, sanctions, and procedures governing transactions between
employers and employees (vis-a-vis independent contractors) support greater discretion and
control in response to change and superior access to information within the firm compared
to transactions between independent commercial actors (see Williamson 1991; Masten
1988). The benefits of integration are limited, however, by the bureaucratic inefficiencies
that inevitably plague large organizations. Although, in principle, a newly integrated firm
should be able to operate at least as efficiently as the two independent firms from which it
was formed simply by allowing each division of the combined firm to operate independently
as it had before and only intervening where net benefits were likely to be realized, the
management of the combined enterprise will be unable, given the law governing internal
transactions, to commit to intervening only in such a selective fashion (Williamson 1985;
1991 ). Without effective assurances that owners will not appropriate performance enhancements, the incentives of division managers to innovate, maintain assets, acquire and utilize
information, and otherwise invest in the efficient operation of the division will be compromised. In their place, the firm is forced to substitute weaker, indirect incentives dependent
on managerial oversight. 5 This attenuation of incentives combined with the limited capacity
of management to administer additional transactions--which manifest themselves in a
variety of bureaucratic inefficiencies--ultimately undermine the efficacy of internal organization and thereby limit firm size.

High-poweredincentivesreferto the incentiveto minimizenet receiptsthat derivefromresidual claimant
status and contrastwith the low-poweredincentivesaccruing,for instance,to salariedemployees
(Williamson 1985,Chapter6).
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Figure 1. Determinants of Institutional Choice

To summarize, the optimal choice of governance structure--spot markets, long-term
contracts, or vertical integration--reflects the desire by the parties to minimize transaction
costs. As figure 1 depicts, the potential for opportunism where relationship-specific investments are important leads to a displacement of traditional spot markets by more structured
governance alternatives. Where the environment is relatively simple or predictable, the
parties may stipulate at the outset a formal assignment of responsibilities, creating a
long-term relationship governed by a contractual constitution. As the exchange setting
becomes increasingly complex or the negotiation of future duties more costly and problematic, the parties may elect to bear the organizational costs of effecting exchange through
internal administration.

2.2. Regulation and Administered Contracts
As noted earlier, the transaction-cost theory of vertical integration and the administered
contracts perspective on public utility regulation developed in a parallel and largely contemporaneous fashion. The conventional wisdom in the late 1960s was that public utility
regulation was a necessary response to natural monopoly cost conditions. According to the
natural monopoly rationale, (i) productive efficiency in an industry with declining long-run
average costs requires that a single firm serve the market, but (ii) a sole supplier will restrict
output to the monopoly level, generating a deadweight loss. Efficiency can only be achieved
in such settings if government restricts entry and regulates the price the monopolist can
charge to the public.
Using distinctly Coasean reasoning, Harold Demsetz exposed the fallacy in that justification in his classic article, "Why Regulate Utilities?" (1968). 6 Specifically, Demsetz
argued that public utility services could, in principle, be efficiently procured--even where
cost conditions dictated a single supplier--simply by awarding a franchise to the firm that
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offered to serve the market at the lowest price. As long as sufficient ex ante competition
existed, price would be driven to competitive levels, eliminating the motive for regulation. 7
From an institutional choice perspective, the crucial aspect of Demsetz' argument was the
insight that technological conditions dictated only that a single supplier serve the market;
whether the relation between that supplier and consumers was governed by regulation or a
more market-like arrangement was a separate question to which the traditional theory of
natural monopoly and regu|ation offered no answer. But in showing that the need for
regulation did not follow logically from cost and demand conditions and that market
solutions existed that could potentially solve the problem of a single supplier, Demsetz had
taken only the first step in the analysis. Whether regulation or franchise bidding was the
more effective institution for dealing with natural monopoly remained an open question.
Nevertheless, in light of the numerous and well-documented deficiencies of public utility
regulation (see, for instance, Posner, 1969), franchise bidding seemed an appealing alternative to regulation. Indeed, Richard Posner judged the promise of franchise bidding so
attractive that he raised Demsetz' theoretical challenge to a policy prescription, proposing
that "[m]unicipal authorities...be permitted--and encouraged--to auction off franchises to
the firm promising to provide cable service at the lowest rates to subscribers" (Posner 1972,
126). 8
In separate but parallel rejoinders to Demsetz' challenge and Posner's advocacy, Oliver
Williamson and Victor Goldberg argued that the problems associated with contracting
solutions in the types of environments encountered in public utility transactions were likely
to be severe. First, while competitive bidding can be an effective way of determining the
lowest cost supplier where the price of the good or service being procured is the buyer's only
concern, competitive bidding works less well for complex goods and services where the
buyer cares about quality, reliability, and other attributes of the procurement. Second,

In his acknowledgements,Demsetz thanks Coase "who was unconvincedby the naturalmonopoly
argumentlong before this paper was written" (1968, 55).
Interestingly,this argumentwas anticipatedover one hundredyears earlierby Sir EdwinChadwick
(1859), who advocated "competitionfor the field" of service in railroads, gas, water, taxis, and interment
for the dead. Consider,for example, his suggestionfor the meansby which a unifiedwater and sewage
system mightbe obtained:
"This great field of service mightbe put up to contractorsor companiesof competingcontractors on this
question. 'At what rate will you undertaketo abolish [the existing]cesspools of all sorts.., and ensurethe
constantremoval of all excretia before it can enter into noxiousstages of decomposition[?]...' The answer
of efficientcompetitors, for the whole field.., mightprobablybe ... 'We will do it for two pence per week
per house...' And I will add, that if the whole field of the metropoliswere clear of water companiesand
were put up for competitionupon this question,"At what rate per house will you undertaketo provide a
supply of pure soft fresh and well aerated springwater for each house?' The answer.., mightbe... "[W]e
will do it and keep the distributaryapparatus in good, workingorder for little more than 2d. per week...'
(1859, 403).
Posner acknowledgeda numberof potentialproblemswith franchisebiddingto the naturalmonopoly
problem, allowingthat "A contractualsolutionto the problemof cable monopolyregulationcould turn
out to be quite costly;whether it would or not is an unstudiedempiricalquestion" (1972, 113).
Nevertheless, Posnerwas generallysanguineabout the abilityof customers or their representativesto the
devise contractualsolutionsto those problems,as can be seen by comparinghis discussionof the
prospects and limitationsof franchisebidding(1972, 110-116)with his enumerationand assessmentof the
deficienciesof regulation(1969).
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because s u p p l y i n g public utility services typically requires large, durable investments in
production and distribution facilities that are specialized to a particular market, the efficient
g o v e r n a n c e of public utility transactions is likely to require long-term contracts to avoid the
hazards of repeated haggling over the terms of trade once those investments are in place.
Finally, uncertainty about cost and d e m a n d conditions over such long horizons and the
complexity of public utility services will leave long-term contracts for public utility services
inevitably incomplete. A l l o w i n g for and effecting adjustments to changing circumstances
in franchise agreements are likely to entail contract terms and administrative m a c h i n e r y - cost-plus price adjustment, auditing procedures, elaborate and formal dispute resolution
p r o c e s s e s - - t h a t mirror both in character and in costs the administrative apparatus traditionally associated with rate-of-return regulation. 9 Whereas Demsetz' analysis revealed the
potential for the efficient supply of public utility services using market arrangements if
" i r r e l e v a n t complications" were ignored (Demsetz 1968, 57), W i l l i a m s o n and G o l d b e r g
argued that it was precisely such complications that underlay the choice b e t w e e n regulation
and franchise bidding and, further, that the complications that impeded effective regulation
were likely to frustrate franchise bidding solutions as well. As Goldberg put it, " T h e
problems are intrinsic to the service, not to the act of regulation itself' (1976, 441). C o m p l e x
or uncertain transactions requiring durable, specialized investments require long-term,
incomplete, relational contracts. The choice between franchise bidding and regulation thus
b e c o m e s largely a question of whether court enforcement or regulator administration is the
10
more effective means of governing those agreements.

As Victor Goldberg (1981) points out, A.C. Pigou had raised many of the issues he and Williamson would
later emphasize. Pigou, for instance, identified as a substitute for regulation the possibility that" the
license to operate certain public utility services [be put up] to a kind of auction" (1932, 373; cited in
Goldberg 198l, 47). Small numbers of bidders and "the fact that the conditions of most industries are
continually changing, in such ways that the scheme of price-regulation, which is proper at one time,
necessarily becomes improper at another" posed problems for such arrangements, however. In particular,
the prospect that the state would take excessive advantage of its power to revise terms would discourage
investment, necessitating piovisions for adjustment" designed to defend the company's interest" (Pigou
1932, 377; cited in Goldberg 1981, 48). More generally, Pigou demonstrated a remarkably Coasean
appreciation of the limitations of governments to correct market failures (Pigou 1932, 331-2; cited in
Goldberg 1981, 42-43):
"The case [for public intervention to correct gaps between private and social product] cannot become
more than a prima facie one, until we have considered the qualifications, which governmental agencies
may be expected to possess for intervening advantageously. It is not sufficient to contrast the imperfect
adjustments of unfettered private enterprise with the best adjustment that economists in their studies can
imagine. For we cannot expect that may public authority will attain, or will even whole-heartedly seek,
that ideal. Such authorities are liable alike to ignorance, to sectional pressure and to personal corruption
by private interest . . . . This objection to public intervention in industry applies both to intervention
through control of private companies and to intervention through direct public operation."

10

According to Goldberg, the Pigouvian tradition in welfare economics, of which Coase (1960) was so
critical in "The Problem of Social Cost" (1960), represents a diversion from Pigou's own understanding
and approach to the problem of market failure.
A number of more recent theoretical contributions examine auctions for monopoly franchises and the
design of optimal franchise contracts. The approach in this literature has been to examine a one-shot
auction for a monopoly right to serve whcre the bidders either (i) expect to have private information about
costs prior to production (Riordan and Sappington 1987); or (ii) possess private information about their
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Thus, as depicted in figure 1, the choice between market and regulatory governance of
public utility transactions has direct parallels to the theory of the firm. In each case, the
hazards of renegotiation in the presence of relationship-specific investments at the time of
contract renewal makes anonymous spot markets unattractive. The shortcomings of franchise bidding--the public analog to private long-term contracts--are identical to those of its
private counterpart. In complex or unpredictable environments, transaction costs are likely
to be minimized by removing exchange decisions from the market context and substituting
the continuous oversight that regulatory mechanisms entail.

3. Empirical Research on Transaction Costs and Institutional Choice
Goldberg's (1976) and Williamson' s (1976) arguments regarding the potential shortcomings
of franchise bidding relative to regulation were informed by observations of contracting
practices in, among other settings, defense procurement, university food services, and cable
television. At the time, however, no formal empirical support existed for their arguments.
As a result, policy analysts possessed only a new and unsupported theory as the United States
entered the great deregulation wave of the late 1970s and early 1980s. Referring to his 1983
book with Richard Schmalensee, in which they employed transaction-cost reasoning to
assess the potential for deregulation in the electric utility industry, Paul Joskow remarked,
" I think that Schmalensee and I would have been much happier with our analysis if there
had been more (any !) empirical support available for the transactions cost perspective that
we found so intuitively appealing and so consistent with the historical evolution of the electric
power industry" (1988, 103-104).
In the intervening years, a considerable amount of empirical research bearing both on
regulation and on governance issues more generally has been conducted. In the following
sections, we review this literature with an eye toward its implications for regulatory policy.

3.1. Franchise Bidding and Regulation
3.1.1. Cable Television
Williamson supported his theoretical analysis of franchise bidding with a detailed examination of the franchise-bidding experience of the city of Oakland, California. In 1970, the
city of Oakland put out invitations to bid for the right to install and operate a cable television
system, the award to go to the bidder offering the lowest monthly fee for basic service. The
price of second-tier services and annual adjustments to the price of basic service would be
determined through subsequent agreement between the franchisee and the city. The 15-year
contract also stipulated damages and provided for termination in the event the franchisee
failed to meet the timing requirements of the contract.
Despite safeguards built into the agreement, Oakland suffered many of the problems
anticipated in Williamson's and Goldberg's discussions of incomplete contracting, includ-

costs prior to bidding, and also engagein a nonobservableactionto reduce costs after receivingthe
franchise (McAfeeand McMillan 1987; Laffontand Tirole 1987). Sincethese are modelsof one-shot
auctions, however,they are concernedwith cost uncertainties at the timethe franchiseis initiallyawarded
and do not address the franchiserenewal problemsexaminedby Goldberg(1976) and Williamson (1976).
In contrast, Crew and Harstad(1992) address the asset transferproblemformallyin the contextof a
second-priceauction.
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ing: (i) an overly simple award criterion that resulted in misleading and possibly deceptive
bidding and a defective award; (ii) disputes over price, quality, and timing during contract
execution; and (iii) the inability or unwillingness of the city to exercise its rights to discipline
the franchisee by acquiring its assets and transferring them to an alternative operator. In light
of these deficiencies, the city's only choices were implementing regulatory controls or
accommodating the exercise of monopoly power (Williamson 1976, 101).
Williamson recognized that the experience of a single city might not be representative
and therefore could not resolve the debate over the efficacy of franchise bidding for cable
television, much less its viability in other settings. Although the study illustrated the hazards
to which franchise bidding is exposed and thereby confirmed the existence of the problems
anticipated by the theory, determining the magnitude and frequency of those hazards would
require more systematic study. Following Williamson, most of the subsequent empirical
research addressing the franchise bidding-versus-regulation debate has focused on the cable
television industry.
Among the first and most careful of these studies were a series of articles by Robin Prager
and by Mark Zupan. Broadly speaking, these studies set out to quantify the extent to which
the bidding and contracting problems identified by Williamson and Goldberg materialized
in practice. For instance, to determine the actual extent of the potential problems identified
by Williamson, Prager (1989) examined the degree of competition at the bidding stage, the
sophistication of the award criteria used by franchise authorities, and measures of performance such as construction timing, the level and quality of service, and pricing. Using data
on the cable TV franchising experience of 92 Massachusetts communities between 1973 and
1981, Prager concluded that most cable franchises attracted "adequate" competition at the
bidding stage and that the timing of system construction, the quality of service, and the
frequency and size of price increases were generally reasonable, suggesting that winning
bidders did not systematically renege on the franchise agreement. Moreover, the multidimensional criteria used to award franchises were, in her assessment, suitably sophisticated
and did not pose undue demands on the franchising authority. Overall, she judged the
experience with franchise bidding in Massachusetts to be "quite favorable."
In a second article, Prager (1990) expanded her analysis to the cable franchising experience of 221 communities nationwide. Her survey asked community representatives about
their perceptions regarding several dimensions of cable operator behavior including the
timing of construction, service quality, operator responsiveness, and whether serious disputes with the cable operator had ever arisen. She then regressed these against a variety of
demand and cost variables plus dummy variables for firms that operated more than twenty
cable systems (as a proxy for reputation), the existence of state or local rate regulation, and
whether the community awarded franchises competitively. Her main findings were that
communities were more satisfied with cable system performance when dealing with large,
multiple system operators and where the franchise award process was noncompetitive. Rate
regulation, whether at the state or local level, meanwhile, led to a significant deterioration
in reported satisfaction with performance for five of her eight measures of operator performance. Again, Prager concluded that, overall, most communities appeared to be pleased with
the services they received and that, even though a substantial number reported having had
problems in one or more performance dimensions, the degree of opportunism was not terribly
severe. 11
Zupan's (1989a) effort to assess the cable franchising experience employed survey data
from 66 cable systems. Zupan focused on two issues: the determinants of cable rates and
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the extent of operator opportunism and reneging during contract execution. His results
regarding cable rate determination showed that rates tended to be lower the more competition
during franchise bidding, suggesting that franchise bidding had some success in restraining
prices, but that nonpnce concessions to local governments such as free hookups to pubhc
institutions, community programming, and franchise system royalties resulted in significantly higher prices for both basic and premium services. Zupan concluded that operator
opportunism and reneging were infrequent, however, and that unforeseen circumstances
rather than opportunism were the primary motivation for operator-induced renegotiations.
Finally, to test whether advantages possessed by incumbent cable operators allowed them
to behave opportunistically at franchise renewal intervals, Zupan (1989b; 1989c) compared
a sample of 59 cable franchise renewal agreements with 66 concurrent initial franchises.
Although only 7 of 3516 cable communities nationwide did not renew contracts with the
incumbent supplier, suggesting a lack of bidding parity between incumbents and potential
entrants at contract renewal, Zupan found that, out of six franchise terms examined, new and
renewal contracts differed significantly only with respect to channel capacity and the price
of the leading pay tier of service. He attributed the lack of evidence of serious opportunism
problems with franchise bidding in both studies to reputational concerns, the use of penalty
clauses, cities' bargaining power, and the threat of vertical integration, all of which act as
constraints on system operator opportunism.
Overall, Prager and Zupan paint a generally positive picture of the experience with
franchise bidding in the cable TV industry. But despite the thoroughness of their analyses,
the limited variance in the institutional, demand, and technological features of the cable TV
industry hinder generalizations about both the performance of franchise bidding for cable
TV and the prospects for extending it successfully to other industries. In particular, these
studies have attempted to evaluate the efficacy of franchise bidding in absolute terms, when
the relevant question from an institutional choice perspective is how well franchise bidding
performs relative to governance of the same transaction through regulation. Thus, Zupan
and Prager are able to conclude that franchise bidding has been efficacious despite evidence
that over 20% of the communities surveyed reported having experienced major disputes with
operators, construction delays, fair to poor quality, and other problems (Prager 1990, 216).
Without a basis for comparison, judgements regarding the performance of franchise bidding
13
are inescapably subjective.
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In another study, Prager (1992) examined financial market data to ascertain the effects of deregulation on
cable television operators, and concludedthat deregulationresulted in increasedprofits9 Similarly,Carroll
and Lamdin (1993) found, in an event study analysis of CATV stock prices, that news of the failure of
proposed legislation to reregulate cable services resulted in positive abnormal returns.
Beil,Dazzio, Ekelund, and Jackson (1993) found that competitionamong the suppliers of cable television
services resulted in substantial reductions in cable rates.
AlthoughPrager (1990) includes institutional dummies for state and local rate regulation and for the use
of competitive bidding in her analysis, these variables are treated as exogenous9 If, however, the decision
to employ these arrangements were made systematicallyto reflect their expected performance, then results
with regard to these variables will be biased. More generally, given that the dominanceof franchise
bidding for cable TV services probably reflects its performancefeatures relative to regulation in this
industry, selection problems may bias any inferences about the efficacy of franchise bidding.
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3.1.2. Other Studies of Public Utility Governance
Lack of cross-sectional variation in institutional forms represents a general problem for
evaluating theories of regulation. By and large, there is little institutional variation within
individual public utility sectors in the United States. This difficulty may be overcome,
however, to the extent that governance arrangements for public utility transactions have
varied over time or across countries. Two recent studies illustrate the potential of such
research to provide valuable insights into the tradeoffs involved in regulation versus
franchise bidding. To understand better the efficacy of franchise bidding schemes and the
purposes of regulation, George Priest (1993) examined the early history of the governance
of public utility transactions. According to Priest, throughout most of the 19th century and
the beginning of the 20th century, municipalities arranged for public utility services--including gas, electricity, water, sewer, street railways, and telegraph--using a method of
franchise contracting similar to what Demsetz later envisioned. As Williamson and Goldberg were to predict, these contracts were typically 20 to 30, and sometimes 50, years in
duration. Such long agreements were necessary, Priest maintained, to induce utilities to
make the large investments necessary to serve a community. Furthermore, "These franchise
contracts were openly sensitive to the problems of utility monopolization, and they incorporated terms limiting price and mandating features of service quality attempting to control for
these problems" (1993, 301). Despite these provisions, the system of municipal regulation
by franchise "suffered many problems...relating to specifying the franchise contract, adapting it over time to new conditions, and monitoring compliance with the contract for the
benefit of the citizenry" (1993, 302).
Priest went on to relate that municipalities, after trying but failing to deal with performance
problems by writing more detailed agreements, turned to more flexible, relational agreements
in which performance requirements were defined only in general terms and price and the
details of performance were administered by city council subcommittees or boards of
arbitrators. The choice, in effect, was between regulation by contract and regulation by
commlsston. 14 In this respect, the trend toward commission regulation of public utilities
that occurred in the early 1900s was much less dramatic an event than is sometimes
characterized.
One difference between regulation by contract and regulation by commission that Priest
acknowledges is that the enforceability of contracts under contract law may provide an added
degree of commitment. The enhanced commitment afforded through the use of contracts is
also a central element of Levy and Spiller's (1994) analysis of the use of licensing versus
regulation for the governance of telecommunications transactions across countries9 Like
Priest, Levy and Spiller cite the fact that utilities will only be willing to make and continue
investments in facilities for delivering services if they have confidence that their investments
will not be appropriated through administrative price reductions. Licensing, they hypothesize, offers better guarantees against appropriation than regulation but offers less flexibility
in response to changing conditions. The relative merits of licensing and regulation turn on
9

14
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The similaritybetweencontractingand regulationis also apparentin MartinZimmerman'sstudyof the
regulatorytreatmentof abandonedpropertyin the electricutilityindustry,in whichthe contractualnature
of the regulatoryprocessis highlighted. Accordingto Zimmerman(1988),the circumstancesunderwhich
the regulatorysystemcomesunderthe moststrain are preciselythosein whichrecontractingand litigation
problemsare likelyto emergein privatecontracts.
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whether a country's political and legal systems provide utilities with confidence that the
regulatory process will not be manipulated to their disadvantage. In a comparison of the
experience of several countries, the authors find that private utilities were only willing to
make sustained investments in those countries and time periods where (i) the regulatory
system placed substantive restraints on regulators, (ii) the political and judicial systems
placed restraints on changes in the regulatory system itself, and (iii) institutions for enforcing
the restraints both on regulators and on system changes existed. Where these institutional
conditions were lacking, countries were better off relying on licensing arrangements to
induce investment. In the worst case, where institutional protections are weakest, countries
may have no choice but to nationalize. In countries like the United States with well-developed regulatory processes, constitutional protections, and separation of political powers, on
the other hand, regulation by commission offers a balance of flexibility and commitment that
is unavailable to countries with less developed institutional structures. 15

3.2. Long-term Contracting
Although studies of the governance of public utility transactions have provided only
limited evidence of the tradeoffs between contracting and regulation that Goldberg and
Williamson identified as important, there has been substantial empirical work on long-term
contracts, and the choice between contracting and vertical integration, in other contexts.
Cumulatively, these studies provide substantial support for the transaction-cost view of the
limitations of contracting in the types of environments often encountered in public utility
transactions. We begin by examining the rationale for using long-term contractual relationships in lieu of anonymous spot markets (the duration decision), and then turn to a discussion
of the mechanisms by which the inflexibilities inherent in such extended agreements may be
mitigated (the design issue).
3.2.1. Contract Duration
Among the central arguments against franchise bidding was the claim that such agreements would have to be long term to avoid the potential for hold ups given the large
investments in distribution and production facilities typically needed to deliver public utility
services. Paul Joskow (1987) provided evidence of the motive for long term contracts by
examining the duration of long-term contracts between coal mines and electric utilities.
Using data on 277 agreements in force in 1979, Joskow considered the effect on contract
duration of characteristics of the environment that would affect the likelihood of ex post
bargaining and, hence, the marginal benefits of being bound to a long-term contract. As
relationship-specific investment became more important, the costs associated with unconstrained bargaining in the post-contractual regime would increase, resulting in a desire to
implement longer term agreements.
Joskow found that the duration of coal contracts was influenced by the degree of physical
asset specificity, site specificity, and dedicated assets. Coal is a heterogeneous commodity
15

Baron and Besanko (1987) analyze formally the value of commitment and note that even limited
commitments that restrict regulators to deal with utilities "fairly" may be valuable. By the same token,
commitment to a regulatory bureaucracy that impedes the ability of regulators to appropriate cost savings
by utilities may enhance efficiency. (See,e.g., Sappington (1986).) Levy and Spiller's analysis suggests
the importance of political restitutions m supporting those commitments.
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and is burned most efficiently in generation facilities designed for coal with particular
properties. On the East Coast, a large number of small mines produce relatively uniform
quality, high BTU coal. In contrast, in the West, very large, geographically dispersed mines
produce very low BTU coal with much greater quality variation. Furthermore, the East is
characterized by relatively abundant transportation alternatives and shorter average distances, while the West enjoys fewer transportation alternatives and much longer average
distances. As a result, to a much greater extent, electric generators in the West are tied by
both their design and location to a particular mine. Site specificity is even greater where
generators have been located, to save coal transportation costs, at the mine mouth. Finally,
because finding alternative customers and suppliers is likely to be more difficult the larger
the quantity of coal contracted for, Joskow used contract quantity to proxy for the magnitude
of investments in dedicated assets.
Joskow's empirical results indicate that, in environments where relationship-specific
investments are important, the agreements tend to be longer in duration. Other things the
same, coal contracts in the West average 11 years longer than contracts for Eastern coal.
Moreover, contracts governing the sale of coal to minemouth plants average an additional
12 years. Finally, contract length increases by 13 years for each additional million tons of
coal contracted for. These findings thus strongly support the transaction cost theory of
contract duration.
Whereas Joskow's analysis emphasized the benefits of long-term contracts, Crocker and
Masten (1988) examined how the costs as well as the benefits of contracting affect contract
duration. In general, the hazards of extending a contract to cover an additional period are
likely to be larger the longer the contract and the more uncertain the transaction. In addition,
contract designs that promote efficient adaptation to changing circumstances should lower
the costs of being bound to long-term agreements and increase contract duration. To test
these hypotheses, Crocker and Masten assembled data on long-term natural gas contracts
negotiated between interstate pipelines and the owners of gas wells. During the period
covered by the sample, many of the transactions were subject to well-head price regulation
that limited the price pipelines were permitted to pay for gas purchases. To attract gas
supplies, pipelines engaged in nonprice competition using other contract terms. Controlling
for the size of appropriable quasi-rents, Crocker and Masten estimated that the resulting
distortions in incentive provisions induced by price regulation reduced contract length by an
average of 14 years, while the increased uncertainty in gas markets caused by the 1973 Arab
oil embargo raised the cost of writing contracts and reduced the length of agreements by an
additional three years.
The tradeoff between protecting specific investments and the hazards of contracting is
also evident in a recent study of engineering subcontracting practices in the United Kingdom.
Using survey data, Bruce Lyons (1994) found that the probability that a subcontractor had
a formal contract with its "most important customer" was significantly higher the greater
the share of the subcontractor's output accounted for by that customer, the greater the percent
of that output specifically designed to that customer's requirements, and where production
required significant investments in specific capital. The likelihood of a formal contract fell,
on the other hand, where the subcontractor employed expensive, but flexible, equipment and
where the firm produced an advanced technology product: the greater complexity and
uncertainty likely to be associated with advanced technology products would tend to make
contract specification and enforcement more difficult (compare Crocker and Reynolds
(1993)). Collectively, these studies provide evidence of both the importance of contractual
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protections where exchange is supported by relationship-specific investments and the
liabilities of contracting in uncertain environments or where contract terms cannot adequately accommodate the need for adjustment over time.

3.2.2. Contract Design
As the evidence on contract duration indicates, the design of contractual agreements is an
important determinant of the hazards associated with long-term contracts. The choice of
contract provisions should thus be a fundamental concern to parties contemplating the use
of long-term agreements. The first and most detailed investigations of contract design from
a transaction-cost perspective were studies by Paul Joskow (1985) and by Victor Goldberg
and John Erickson (1987). As a precursor to his analysis of contract duration, Joskow
conducted an extensive case study of the relations between electric utilities and their coal
suppliers. Among other things, the study documented the variety of price and nonprice
provisions transactors employed to reduce the potential for opportunistic hold-up in the
presence of relationship-specific investments and to mitigate the costs of maladaptation.
These data formed the foundation for his more systematic analyses of pricing provisions,
which we discuss in more detail below.
Goldberg and Erickson's (1987) study examined the structure of long-term contracts
between petroleum coke refiners, calciners, and their customers. Coke is a bulky product,
making it expensive to store and to ship. Furthermore,
Coke is also a fire hazard and a source of pollution unless it is put in covered storage.
The costs of storing coke include both the direct costs of preparing land and of
providing railroad spurs, water sprays, bulldozers, and loading equipment and the
opportunity cost of the land employed for storage. It also must include the possible
costs arising from an accumulation of inventory, an accumulation that may cause a
disruption in the refinery's operations....Economizing on inventory costs requires
rapid processing to keep the total inventory low and rapid removal of inventory to
lower-value storage areas (1987, 374-5).
At the same time that storage costs make timely removal important, transportation costs
encourage petroleum coke users to locate near coke suppliers and limit the possibilities for
sales to alternative customers. Given the site specificity of investments and the high costs
of delay, a buyer's failure to take deliveries imposes costs on the producer:
The coker's costs depend on the rate at which coke is removed from the refinery. If
coke is removed too slowly, the coker is faced with a number of costly options. It
could accelerate the search for new customers, reduce the production rate, or, in the
limit, shut down its coking operations. The opportunity cost of refinery products not
produced is a significant element of the costs of untimely removal (1987, 375).
To mitigate the potential for opportunistic refusals to accept delivery by purchasers,
petroleum coke contracts tended to be long-term and to contain quantity and pricing
provisions crafted to assure the timely removal of petroleum coke. Full output-immediate
removal contracts with substantial financial penalties for nonremoval by purchasers, as well
as minimum purchase requirements, were typical. In addition, many contracts provided for
price flexibility through the use of indices tying the price of coke to that of crude oil, a primary
input, while others involved more open-ended negotiations which constrained opportunism
by specifying minimum and maximum prices, Overall, Goldberg and Erickson concluded
that the structure of the contracts reflected the desire by the parties to minimize the transaction
costs of effecting exchange.
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These case studies succeeded in demonstrating the complexity of the issues involved in
contracting where relationships involve nontrivial investments in durable, relationship-specific assets. Moreover, they depict in ways that more formal tests cannot the broad array of
terms employed and the interactions of those terms. But although case studies are valuable
for the crucial detail they offer, such studies are by their very nature vulnerable to charges
of ex post rationalization, a complaint that can only be overcome through more formal
statistical analysis.
Minimum Purchase Requirements. The first aspect of contract design to be formally
considered was the use of minimum purchase requirements in the context of long-term
natural gas supply agreements. These requirements, which have been variously referred to
as "take-or-pay" or "minimum bill" provisions, required the purchaser to pay for a
contractually-specified minimum quantity even if delivery was not accepted. The economic
rationale for these provisions was provided by Masten and Crocker (1985), who interpret
the monetary payments associated with minimum purchase requirements as liquidated
damages for breach of contract by a purchaser who refuses to accept delivery.16 Such breach
is efficient as long as the buyer gains more than the seller loses from the action. Requiring
that the buyer pay the seller damages equal to the difference between the contract price and
the seller's next best sale alternative guarantees that the buyer refuses delivery only when it
is efficient to do so. The implication is that, if take-or-pay provisions are designed to provide
optimal incentives for breach of contract, then the magnitude of the obligations should
increase as the value of a seller's alternative sale possibilities declines.
Using data on the incidence of minimum purchase requirements in natural gas contracts
between well owners and pipelines signed between 1960 and 1982, Masten and Crocker
found that the magnitudes of take-or-pay requirements were negatively related to the number
of pipelines serving a field, which is consistent with the optimal breach penalty argument
because more buyers increase the value of a well owner's alternative sale possibilities. On
the other hand, increases in the number of independent sellers located in a field, which
increases the amount of drainage and reduces the value to a particular seller of storing gas
in the ground for future sale, tended to result in larger take-or-pay obligations. Similar results
were obtained by Mulherin (1986a; 1986b) who examined the prevalence of take-or-pay
requirements in natural gas contracts prior to the imposition of wellhead price regulation
subsequent to the Phillips decision of 1954.17 Together, these results offer considerable
support for the contention that efficiency considerations underlie the use and magnitude of
minimum purchase requirements in long-term contractual agreements.
Contract Prices. One of the most important issues in contract design is the determination
of the prices to prevail in the course of the agreement. While a fixed price is easy to stipulate
at the outset, such an approach may result in substantial inefficiency if the contract price
diverges from opportunity costs. For example, a contract fixing the price at a level that turns
out to be below the relevant opportunity costs at some future date gives buyers the incentive
to overconsume the product in question, and encourages sellers to engage in privately
profitable but socially costly opportunistic tactics to force contract renegotiation to obtain a
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An alternativeview is discussedby Hubbardand Weiner (1986). who interpret such provisionsas
lump-sumtransfers. This issue is addressed in detail by Masten (1988).
PhillipsPetroleum v. Wisconsin, 347 U.S. 672 [1954].
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more favorable price.
Joskow (1988; 1990) examined the extent to which the prices of long-term coal contracts
track opportunity costs, which he defined as prices that obtain in newly negotiated agreements. In the 158 contracts where the price adjustment process could be identified, 78%
contained a base price that was escalated by a formula related to production costs, such as
labor, materials, and explosives indices. Joskow found that this price flexibility permitted
the prices at which contractual exchange occurred in the 1970s to track market opportunity
costs fairly closely. This contrasts to the situation in the early 1980s, where a drop in oil
prices resulted in a significant reduction in the demand for coal. As a result, the market price
for coal dropped substantially while the contractual price, still governed by the cost
escalators, exhibited downward rigidity. Although the widening gap between contract price
and opportunity costs resulted in some renegotiations, voluntary and otherwise, Joskow
concluded that the majority of the agreements remained intact, perhaps because of the threat
of legal sanctions. In any case, this episode poignantly illustrates the hazards associated with
the adoption of inappropriate methods of price determination.
In a somewhat different vein, Hubbard and Weiner (1991) examined the level of contract
prices in a sample of 1,102 natural gas supply agreements negotiated prior to 1957 to ascertain
whether the prices were driven by market power or transaction cost considerations. They
concluded that the negative effect of buyer concentration on contract price is indicative of
some monopsony power by the pipeline purchasers but that there is also some evidence
suggesting that small-numbers bargaining was an important consideration in the natural gas
market.
Methods of Price Determination. While the studies discussed above were primarily
concerned with the level of contractually determined prices and their ability to track
contemporaneous market opportunity costs, other authors have concentrated on the processes contracting parties adopt to determine prices. Although fixed-price contracts are easy
to administer and establish a well-defined division of the surplus, they generate incentives
for the parties to engage in wasteful redistributive activities. One form of that behavior is
the use of excessive pre-contract search (Goldberg 1985, 532):
[T]he parties could attempt to increase their share of the gains before signing the
contract by improving their information on the future course of costs and prices. The
more they each spend on this search, the smaller the pie. Ceteris paribus, the larger
the variance of the outcomes, the more resources would be devoted to this effort. The
parties, therefore, have an incentive to incorporate into the initial agreement a device
that would discourage this wasteful searching. Price adjustment mechanisms can do
precisely that by reducing the value of the special information.
Another source of inefficiency in long-term contracts with fixed prices is the danger that
the contract price would fail to track contemporaneous market conditions, leading to a desire
by one of the parties to force a renegotiation of the agreement. Goldberg refers to these
efforts, which range from high-profile repudiation and breach of the contractual agreement
to more subtle attempts to sabotage performance through delivery delays or degrading
quality, as post-agreement jockeying, and describes a solution (Goldberg 1985, 532):
These costs would be unimportant if the parties had easy access to market alternatives;
ceteris paribus, the more isolated from alternatives the contracting parties are, the more
significant are the losses from poor coordination. Again, to the extent that the parties
can anticipate these problems at the formation stage, the value of the exchange is
reduced. If the probability of wasteful behavior increases as the divergence between
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contract price and the opportunity cost of the aggrieved party widens, price-adjustment
rules which narrow the gap become increasingly attractive.
The importance of pricing provisions in mitigating pre-contract search has recently been
demonstrated by Leffier and Rucker's (1991) analysis of contract provisions in the timber
industry. They considered two types of contracts, the first being a lump-sum payment
independent of the actual amount of timber harvested, while the second stipulates a payment
per-unit of harvested timber. The fixed-payment contract gives purchasers an incentive to
engage in extensive presale measurement of timber quality and quantity, which gives the
buyer an informational advantage in negotiations but does nothing to enhance the value of
the timber. Their hypothesis was that the variable payment per-unit contract is more likely
to be adopted as presale measurement costs rise and as the cost of monitoring the harvesting
activity by the seller declines. Using a sample of 188 timber contracts in North Carolina,
Leffler and Rucker concluded that the mitigation of transaction costs is an important
consideration in the selection of a fixed- or variable-payment compensation scheme.
Incorporating some type of price adjustment mechanism into a long-term contract thus
appears to be an important element in the design decision. The problem, however, is that
the relationship-specific investments that necessitated the extended agreement in the first
place isolates the parties from market alternatives, so that there is no "market price" as such
upon which the contract price may be conditioned. As a consequence, contracts tend to use
a heterogeneous mix of arrangements to adjust prices over time. The factors influencing the
choice among price adjustment processes was the concern of a recent article by Crocker and
Masten (1991). The economic tradeoff is between flexibility and precision in contractual
agreements. On the one hand, very precise agreements tend to constrain opportunism but at
the cost of potentially constraining the paxties to take actions that may turn out to be
inappropriate because of changing economic circumstances. On the other hand, loose
agreements permit adaptation to changing economic realities but may open the door to
opportunistic tactics.
Using data on price adjustment provisions in natural gas contracts, Crocker and Masten
found that flexible open-ended renegotiation of prices is most common in contracts of longer
duration where uncertainty is a particular concern, while the more precise formulaic price
escalator provisions are less likely in contracts with large minimum purchase requirements.
This last result suggests that flexibility in pricing and in the quantity exchanged are
substitutes and that increases in the flexibility afforded the parties in one aspect of an
agreement may necessitate a decrease in another.
The economic tradeoff between flexibility and precision is also the concern of Crocker
and Reynolds (1993), who examined the optimality of incomplete contracts using data on
the agreements under which the U.S. Air Force procured jet engines for F-15 and F-16
fighters. Their hypothesis is that the degree of completeness actually chosen is an optimizing
decision by the parties to mitigate the transactions cost of effecting an exchange. More
complete agreements mitigate ex post opportunism but at the cost of additional resources
being expended on ex ante design, while looser agreements are easier to implement but leave
more room for post-agreement jockeying. The price adjustment provisions in the data vary
from the very precise fixed-price contract, through formuiaic escalators conditioned on
well-defined price indices, and include some very unstructured open-ended negotiations.
Crocker and Reynolds found that characteristics of the environment that would lead to
increased uncertainty and more resources being spent on ex ante design, such as extended
performance horizons or a high level of technological uncertainty, led to less complete
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agreements. On the other hand, factors that would predict increased opportunism, such as a
record of contractor litigiousness or the absence of alternative engine suppliers, resulted in
substantially more complete contracts being signed. Again, the empirical work on price
adjustment mechanisms supports the importance of transaction cost considerations in the
design of contractual agreements. In particular, as the relationship becomes more enduring
and the environment more uncertain, contracts tend to become more relational, the parties
intentions shifting from establishing a commitment to particular terms of trade to establishing
the process through which the terms of trade will ultimately be determined.
Effects of External Regulation. Regulatory interference can influence the structure of
contracts. In some cases, regulation may directly delimit contractual forms, such as mandating disclosure in warranties on consumer loans. In other circumstances, long-term contracts
evolve to mitigate inefficiencies caused by external regulation. This is precisely the case in
Masten and Crocker's (1985) examination of take-or-pay provisions in long-term natural gas
supply contracts. 18 As mentioned above, that analysis indicates that such requirements play
an important efficiency role in providing optimal incentives for breach of contract. These
contracts were, however, subject to wellhead price regulation, which caused nonprice terms,
such as take-or-pay provisions, to play a distributional role as well. Indeed, Masten and
Crocker estimate that the nonprice competition caused by regulation increased the average
.
.
.
.
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size of take-or-pay provlslons by six percentage points.
Another documented case is provided by a series of articles by Palay (1984; 1985)
examining informal contracts in contracting for rail freight services. Although most freight
travels in standardized rail cars, some products require investment in specialized rail cars
that are useful only for shipping a particular product and are sometimes so idiosyncratic as
to be specific to a particular shipper. In order to invest in such relationship-specific
investment, the railroads require some type of assurance that, after making the required
investment, they would not become the targets of opportunistic behavior by their customers.
While a formal long-term contract would seem to be the obvious solution, the Interstate
Commerce Act (45 U.S.C. 10761-10762, 1978) placed severe restrictions on permissible
contracting. Effectively, the regulations requiring nondiscrimination in rates constrained the
ability of the parties to negotiate special prices for superior service standards and interfered
with the railroad's ability to construct safeguards, such as minimum shipping requirements,
to mitigate customer opportunism. In a study of fifty-one shipping transactions, Palay
discovered extensive use of informal guarantees by the parties in an attempt to establish a
long-term relationship and to give railroads the incentive to make the relationship-specific
investment required for the sale of specialized transportation services. These agreements
ranged from devices to adjust contract price outside of the limits imposed by the ICA to the
18
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Hubbardand Weiner (1986) also argue that take-or-payprovisions were distorted by regulatory price
ceilings. Their interpretation of take-or-payprovisions as lump-sum paymentsis factually incorrect,
however. Evidencethat take-or-payprovisions are adopted for their incentive effects and not as a means
of distributing gains from trade is that distortions in these provisions resulted in shorter term agreements
(Crocker and Masten 1988). If the principal role of take-or-payprovisions were to distribute rents, as
Hubbard and Weiner maintain, then higher take provisions, by raising the value of the contract to the
seller, should have led to longer term contracts.
Crockerand Masten (1988) estimate the averagedistortion in take-or-payprovisions caused by wellhead
price regulation at 9 percentage points. In a related vein, Lyon(1990) examines the biases generated by
state regulation on utilities' choice of long-term contracts or spot purchases to acquire their gas supplies.
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exchange of "economic hostages" (Williamson 1985) to mitigate the potential for opportunism. For example, the railroads would often agree to purchase specialized cars as long
as the customer located its plant in a fashion that precluded the use of alternative shippers.
Such informal agreements permitted the parties to make the investments required for
exchange and to mitigate inefficiencies caused by external regulatory interference.
Overall, the empirical research on contracting lends credence to the concerns expressed
by Goldberg and Williamson regarding franchise bidding and casts doubt on the general
efficacy of franchise bidding as a panacea for natural monopoly. The primary attraction of
the franchise bidding approach is in its apparent simplicity: Rather than requiring continual,
and intrusive, regulatory oversight, monopoly power is dissipated by a competitive auction
over the supply price. Unfortunately, the presence of large and durable relationship-specific
investments is likely to require the use of long-term contractual agreements. And, as the
studies above indicate, the economic considerations confronted in the design of such
contracts rarely result in the simple agreements often envisioned by the proponents of the
franchise bidding solution. Moreover, the effectiveness of franchise contracts in accommodating change and inhibiting opportunism declines as the transactions become more uncertain and complex. This suggests the need for considering an alternative institutional solution
to the problem of natural monopoly.

3.3. Vertical Integration
A review of the empirical literature on vertical integration is useful for two reasons. First,
regulators and utilities must confront integration decisions such as whether to own or contract
with supply sources. Second, internal administration of private transactions is in many
respects analogous to the regulatory administration of public utility transactions. Both
substitute relatively low-powered incentives and ongoing monitoring for the high-powered
incentives of contractual exchange. Although the empirical literature on contracting supports Williamson's and Goldberg's claims about the practical limitations and hazards of
contracting, the fact that contracting is an imperfect institution does not, by itself, establish
the superiority of regulation. The efficiency of franchise bidding can only be understood in
comparison to the deficiencies of administering the provision of utility services under
regulation. Since the factors that aggravate contracting hazards are also likely to make
regulation more difficult, the relative merits of franchise bidding and regulation will be
altered only if the hazards of contracting and regulation expand at a differential rate. As
noted earlier, the empirical research on franchise bidding and regulation has only begun to
address the efficiency of franchise bidding in comparative terms. To the extent, however,
that regulation and internal organization are analogous institutions, evidence about the
efficiency and determinants of vertical integration in private transactions may provide
insights into the relative efficiency of conventional and administered contracts. 2~
Unlike the decision to regulate, vertical integration decisions have been the subject of
fairly extensive study in the transaction-cost literature. The relation that has received by far
the most scrutiny is the effect of asset specificity on these decisions. Numerous studies
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provide case and anecdotal evidence. Paul Joskow's study of coal contracting (1985), for
instance, noted that mine-mouth electric utility generators were six times more likely to own
coal mines than were non-mine-mouth plants. Similarly, Stuckey (1983) reported that
bauxite refiners typically owned their own mines because high transportation costs and the
specificity of refineries to particular ores made mines and refineries specific to one another.
Tin refining, in contrast, was less likely to be integrated backward because of lower
transportation costs and the ability of refineries to handle ores from different mines (Hennert
1988).
Similar patterns of organization are found in manufacturing settings. In the early 1980s,
despite the existence of an independent computer chip industry, computer manufacturers
produced internally virtually all of their custom-designed computer chips and approximately
two-thirds of such semi-custom components as gate arrays (see Masten (1984)). With the
subsequent development of chip production equipment that could be reprogrammed to
accommodate special chip designs, however, customized chip production shifted back to
external suppliers.
An early example of the hazards of contractual exchange motivating integration in the
presence of relationship-specific investments was GM's decision to integrate Fisher Body
(Klein, Crawford, and Alchian 1978; Klein 1988). Originally, automobile bodies were
individually constructed out of wood, a labor-intensive process that required few investments
in specialized equipment. The shift to closed metal bodies occurring around 1919 required
investments in giant presses and in dies for stamping body parts. GM and Fisher Body
initially agreed to a ten year contract for the sale of metal auto bodies. Unanticipated
increases in the demand for automobiles in the early years of the contract, however, led to
frictions over price on sales exceeding those covered in the contract and the refusal of Fisher
to locate production facilities closer to GM. Eventually, the tension between the two became
intolerable and, by 1926, GM had acquired Fisher.
Automotive parts procurement was also the subject of the first attempt to assess the role
of relationship-specific investments on integration decisions in a more systematic fashion.
To determine whether relationship-specific investments led automobile manufacturers to
procure parts internally, Monteverde and Teece (1982a) collected data on 133 automobile
components and their procurement by GM and Ford. Arguing that the most important source
of switching costs in the automotive industry was the specialized knowhow that arose in the
development of new automotive components, Monteverde and Teece hypothesized that
integration of production was more likely to occur for components that required a greater
amount of applications engineering. As predicted, engineering-intensive components, as
well as those whose design was specific to a particular manufacturer, had a significantly
higher probability of being produced internally in their sample.
Monteverde and Teece's finding regarding the importance of engineering effort on
integration in automotive manufacturing was later confirmed in a study by Masten, Meehan,
and Snyder (198_9) that used an independent sample of 118 components from the Big Three
auto companiesJ l In addition to testing the effects of engineering intensity, however, this
study also included measures of physical asset and site specificity. Although the study again
found that components requiring greater levels of engineering were significantly more likely
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tO be produced internally, the authors found no significant correlation between their physical-asset and site specificity measures and the likelihood of integration. The authors'
explanation of this finding is that, whereas full integration may be necessary when appropriable quasi-rents accrue to human capital, ownership of the relevant assets may be sufficient
to attenuate hold ups where quasi-rents derive from investments in physical assets. Attempts
by the supplier to hold up the buyer could then be countered by redeploying the assets to
another supplier. 22 Consistent with this, Monteverde and Teece, in a second study (1982b),
found that automobile manufacturers were more likely to retain title to tooling used by
suppliers to manufacture automotive components the more specialized and expensive that
tooling.
The tendency for firms to take title to specialized physical assets has also been reported
in other settings. In his study of rail freight contracting, Palay (1984) found that, while
railroads usually owned the cars used to transport products by rail, chemical shippers owned
most of their own rail cars. Unlike other rolling stock, the tank cars used to transport
chemicals "usually were constructed to be substance-specific. Glass or rubber linings,
specialized pressure valves, and damage control equipment are but a few examples of the
unique equipment employed. Quality control and safety concerns prevented the transfer of
cars across products or manufacturers" (1984, 278). The shipment of automotive parts also
involved specialized investments. Although the boxcars used to transport automotive parts
are redeployable among automotive shippers and tend to be owned by the railroads, the racks
used to load and secure those parts within the boxcars are specific to the make and model of
the automobile. Accordingly, ownership of the racks usually resides with the shipper (Palay
1985, 168). Finally, in a study of defense procurement practices and regulations, Masten
(1984) found that, in a sample of fifty-four investments in specialized tooling or test
equipment, the government retained title all but seven instances. Those seven exceptions,
moreover, either (i) involved proprietary technology or (ii) had a higher alternative use value
or shorter use life than the average for the forty-seven for which title was taken.
Although vertical integration is more common in the presence of asset specificity, the
choice between integration and contracting--both of which provide some level of protection
against hold up--turns on the relative ability of these alternatives to accommodate complexity and uncertainty. Because the limitations of contracting become particularly acute in
complex and uncertain environments, greater uncertainty and complexity generally favor
integration over long-term contracting.
A number of studies examine the effects of asset specificity in combination with complexity and uncertainty. Masten's defense procurement study, for instance, analyzed the
make-or-buy decisions of a prime contractor for an aerospace system involving 1,887
component specifications. While components specifically designed for use in this system
were significantly more likely to be produced internally, the effect was greatest for more
complex components. Specifically, the lack of alternative uses for a component raised the
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Although relocatingassetswould not be an optionfor site-specificinvestments,in principleat least, the
same effectcould be achievedby evictinga supplierfroma buyer-ownedfactory. Anotherpossible
explanation for the absenceof an effectof these variablesis the poor qualityof the asset specificity
measures. Masten,Meehan, and Snyder(1991) found that the correlationbetween asset specificity
rankings by two independentrespondents was particularlylow in their sampleof shipbuilding
components.
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probability of internal procurement from less than 1% to 31% for relatively simple items but
from 2% to 92% for more complex components.
Asset specificity and uncertainty have also been shown to prompt forward integration into
distribution as well as backward integration into production. The earliest of these studies is
Anderson and Schmittlein's (1984) examination of distribution practices in the electronic
components industry. Using a sample of 145 companies, Anderson and Schmittlein found
that manufacturers were significantly more likely to integrate marketing of their products
(that is, use direct, employee salespeople rather than independent sales representatives), the
greater a salesperson's investments in company-specific human capital and the more difficult
it is to measure a salesperson's performance. A second study by Anderson (1985) confirmed
her earlier findings and revealed, in addition, that the interaction of uncertainty and asset
specificity had a large and significant effect on the probability of using an integrated sales
force. George John and Barton Weitz (1988) reported similar findings for the percent of
sales made through direct rather than independent channels (wholesalers, distributors, or
retailers) using a sample of 87 industrial goods manufacturers.
In addition to the conventional measures of asset specificity, there is growing evidence
that "temporal specificity," or the extent to which timing is critical to efficient performance,
is an important determinant of organizational form. Even where assets are not otherwise
specialized to particular transactors, the need for timely performance and the difficulty of
finding substitute performance on short notice may create hold up possibilities. Masten,
Meehan, and Snyder's (1991) study of procurement decisions in the naval construction
industry provides the most systematic evidence of the importance of timing so far. As in
other construction settings, but in contrast to manufacturing, shipbuilding requires that a
large number of tasks be performed in strict sequence on a large, immobile object. Because
interruptions at an early stage in the construction process can disrupt all subsequent
operations, delay becomes a potentially effective strategy for eliciting price concessions.
Consistent with this concern, Masten, Meehan, and Snyder found, among other things, that
both the costs of contractual procurement and the probability of integration rose as the
importance of scheduling increased.
Timing considerations were also found to be the critical determinant of organizational
form in Craig Pirrong's (1994) study of ocean shipping. Ocean shipping is remarkable in
that spot, medium- and long-term contracts, and vertical integration are all common in this
industry even though neither the physical nor human assets involved are relationship specific
by the standard definitions; ships are by their very nature redeployable geographically and,
though their design may be specialized to a particular cargo type, it is never specific to a
particular customer. Pirrong attributes the existence of long-term contracts and vertical
integration in shipping to temporal specificities that arise because of the difficulty of
arranging alternative shipping services for some commodities on short notice. He argues
that contracting practices in the market for the commodity being shipped, the thickness of
the shipping market, and whether the commodity is most efficiently shipped aboard specialized or general purpose tonnage all affect the severity of the hold up problem in bulk shipping
and finds that the duration of shipping contracts and the incidence of vertical integration
broadly align with these considerations in fourteen bulk shipping markets.
Differences in the need for timely removal also explain the structure of contracts in
Goldberg and Erickson's previously discussed study of petroleum coke transactions (1987):
the use of full-output, immediate-removal contracts where the costs of inventory accumulation at the coker were high, and adoption of fixed-quantity contracts between cokers and
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small calciners whose costs of inadequate supply were large. Temporal specificity may also
arise because a product's value is inherently time dependent, like fashions (see Masten and
Snyder (1993)) and newspapers (see Klein, Crawford, and Alchian (1978)); because the
product is perishable, as is the case with agricultural commodities (see Knoeber (1983) and
Gallick (1984)); or because, like natural gas and electricity, the product is costly to store (see
White (1995)).
Finally, while the literature emphasizes variations in the hazards of market exchange,
variations in the costs of managing transactions internally may also affect the differential
efficiency of integration. Masten et al. (1991), for instance, provide evidence supporting
Coase's early speculation that the costs of internal organization tend to increase with "the
dissimilarity of the transactions" (Coase 1937; 1991, 25). Noting that construction mainly
involves the coordination of relatively low-technology, labor-intensive activities, the authors
reasoned that internal organization costs and, hence, the probability of integration, would be
lower the more labor intensive and the less engineering intensive the production process.
Their findings support Coase's contention and raise questions about the interpretation of
results regarding the effects of engineering intensity on integration decisions in the automotive industry (see the discussions of Monteverde and Teece (1982a) and Masten et al. (1989)
above). 23
In sum, a considerable body of evidence supports the claim that asset specificity increases
the hazards of market exchange and that contracts become a less satisfactory means of
protecting relationship-specific investments the more complex or uncertain the transaction.
In those circumstances, private parties routinely forego the benefits of market governance in
favor of the "administrative" alternative. The same forces that make internal organization
the preferred alternative in private transactions, as we will argue below, also favor the
adoption of regulation as the relevant administrative alternative to contracting in public
utility settings.
3.4. Governance Choice and Performance
An important question left unanswered by these studies is just how important is organizational form to performance. While the empirical research supports the assertion that
private decision makers are sensitive to transaction-cost concerns, the success of a theory in
explaining observed patterns of organization reveals little about the cost of failing to choose
the correct organizational form. For many regulatory problems, knowing which governance
alternative offers superior efficiency may not be enough; we may also need to quantify the
difference. As Paul Joskow has remarked in this context, "how much would we actually
lose if we required utilities to enter into long-term contracts with independent suppliers...in
order to improve the effectiveness of regulatory scrutiny" if vertical integration were actually
the more efficient organizational arrangement (1991b, 81-82)?
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Other evidencethat attribute and geographicsimilarityfavorintegrationwas foundby Davidsonand
McFetridge (1984; 1985)who lookedat the choiceof international technologytransfermodes. John and
Weitz (1988) also included a measureof territorial sparseness,measuredas the percentof a sales person's
tirae spent on travel, in their study of forwardintegrationinto distribution channels. Althoughthey
interpret this variabledifferently,the result that firms are less likelyto integratesales channels covering
sparse territoriesis consistentwith the greaterdifficultyof monitoringsalespeoplethat are on the road
coveringbroadterritories.
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Economists have made few attempts to quantify the effects of governance on performance. 24 Nevertheless, the research that has been conducted suggests that governance choices
can have potentially large effects on efficiency. A study by Brickley, Dark, and Weisbach
(1991) of the effects of statutory restrictions on termination rights in franchise contracts, for
instance, found that the loss of this contractual instrument resulted in a drop on average of
6% of the value of the franchisors' stock. Since companies both own and franchise outlets,
and termination laws do not affect the efficiency of company-owned outlets, this estimate
understates the cost to franchisors of regulatory interference in their operations. 25
The study of shipbuilding procurement by Masten, Meehan, and Snyder (1991 ) discussed
earlier also attempted to quantify the importance of organizational choices to performance.
Using censored regression techniques and a measure of the costs of planning, directing, and
supervising production of vertically integrated components and activities, the authors
estimated that mistaken integration of the typical subcontracted component in their sample
(that is, integrating a component that should have been subcontracted) would increase
transaction costs by approximately 70%, or from 17% to 29% of the total value of the
components. Mistaken subcontracting (contracting work that should have been integrated),
on the other hand, would raise the costs of governing a representative integrated transaction
by a factor of almost three, or from 13% to 38% of the component's value. The magnitude
of those costs, moreover, generally vary with respect to the attributes of transactions in ways
predicted by transaction-cost theory. 2 6
Existing studies of the performance implications of organizational choices, though limited
in number and scope, suggest that organizational form has a potentially significant impact
on efficiency. Considerable room for additional research exists, however, on the performance implications both of regulatory policy decisions and of organizational choices more
generally. 27 Nevertheless, the studies cited above suggest methods by which the relation
between organization and performance can be quantified and assessed.

4. Lessons for the Current Regulatory Debate
The traditional rationale for public utility regulation has been the existence of noncompetitive
markets occasioned by economies of scale in production. Baumol and Sidak's recent
analysis of telecommunications regulations, for instance, "proceeds on the p r e m i s e - - a l m o s t
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Althoughthere are literally hundreds of studies that attempt to measure the relation between
organizational form and financial performance (mostly in the strategic management and finance
literatures), these studies suffer from serious methodologicalproblems (see Masten 1993).
The absence of data on the value of franchisees prohibited Brickley et al. from estimating the effects of
franchise termination restrictions on franchisees and thus prevented quantification of the joint benefits of
termination clauses.
PabloSpiller (1985), in a somewhat le~ direct test of transaction-costpropositions, found that the gains to
merging firms were significantly larger and the reductions in systematic risk significantly greater the
closer they were located to one another, suggesting that the returns to integration are larger where location
ties firms together.
Along these lines, DeCanio and Frech (1993) examined the effects of changes in Federal Energy
Regulatory Commissionregulations on natural gas prices. Although they found that regulatory changes
favoring spot over contract purchases raised contract prices, they did not attempt to quantify the
performance implications of these changes.
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universally accepted in principle, although widely violated in practice--that the proper role
of regulation is that of a substitute for competitive market forces where those forces are weak
or absent" (1994, 5). "The regulator's task," they continue,"then becomes a two-part
undertaking: first, to determine the rules of behavior that the regulated firm could have been
expected to follow if it had operated free of regulation in a market with fully effective
competitive forces; second, to constrain the regulated firm to behave as it would in such a
competitive market, and to circumscribe its behavior no less and no more than this" (1994,
5; emphasis in original). Operationally, this view of the regulator's task reduces to getting
the price right, that is, of discovering and instituting prices that support competitive
outcomes.
The transaction cost-administered contracting perspective, in contrast, views the problem
of regulation in process terms. As Goldberg (1976, 431) has argued, the key to understanding
regulation is to note
...the fundamental similarity between regulation and a private contract for the right to
serve....[I]n searching for a rationale for regulation we should look not at the shape of
the long-run average cost curve, but instead at the complexities involved in devising
and administering such a contract....[N]atural monopoly industries will be characterized...not by their alleged decreasing average costs, but by the features which make
long-term relationships between consumers and producers desirable...
Foremost among the features making long-term contracts desirable is the opportunistic
potential inherent in a small-numbers exchange setting occasioned by relationship-specific
investments (Goldberg 1976; Williamson 1976). Given the need to make such investments,
the governance of public utility transactions becomes less a problem of discovering the right
price than of identifying the governance structure that economizes on the cost of arriving at
and adjusting the terms of trade over the course of the relationship.
A transaction-cost orientation stands to contribute to the debate over several recent trends
in regulatory policy. One of these is the growing support among both academics and policy
practitioners for price-cap regulation as an alternative to rate-of-return regulation. (See, e.g.,
Baumol and Sidak (1994), Liston (1993), and the articles published in the Symposium on
Price-Cap Regulation, RAND Journal o f Economics, Autumn 1989.) 28 Although specifics
differ, the crucial feature of price-cap regulation proposals is that prices are set and adjusted
based on factors other than the utility's realized costs. Under price-cap regulation, such as
the RPI-X scheme employed in the United Kingdom, prices adjust in relation to an exogenous
price index less an expected or target rate of productivity growth. Among the advantages
ascribed to price-cap regulation is that, because prices are not automatically adjusted down
if the utility reduces its costs, utilities have an incentive both to improve productive efficiency
and to innovate. In effect, price-cap regulation represents an effort to establish the highpowered incentives of contractual relationships in a regulatory setting.
Recent research on price adjustment processes, however, warns of the hazards of employing overly formulaic price adjustment processes in precisely the types of settings that
characterize public utility transactions (Goldberg and Erickson 1987; Crocker and Masten
1991; Crocker and Reynolds 1993). In private contracts, those hazards include costly efforts
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For recentapplicationsin the contextsof natural gas and electricitydistribution,see Lyonand Toman
(1991) and Isaac (1991).
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to contrive cancellation, evade performance, or force a renegotiation of the terms of
trade--plus corresponding efforts to counteract such behavior--the prospects of which rise
when realized prices leave one of the parties disadvantaged relative to the other. To mitigate
those costs, private long-term contracts often employ a variety of escape clauses or adopt
price adjustment processes better suited to accommodating changing circumstances. (See
Joskow (1985); Crocker and Masten (1991); and Crocker and Reynolds (1993).) 29 For
example, contracting parties tend to employ more relational price adjustment processes that
take advantage of realized cost and demand information the longer the term of the contract
(Crocker and Masten 1991) and the greater the potential for or history of opportunism
(Crocker and Reynolds 1993). Contractors also tend to adjust prices more frequently the
more uncertain the environment in which they operate (Crocker and Masten 1991; Crocker
and Lyon 1994). Overall, the research on price adjustment in private contracts suggests that
price-cap regulation could work adequately for short periods or under relatively stable
conditions but that too rigid a regulatory structure poses the risk of political and legal conflicts
if shifts in technological or demand conditions leave either consumers or utilities greatly
disadvantaged. 3~ Issues in the design and evaluation of price-cap regulation for which
transaction-cost research can offer insights include: what adjustment processes should be
employed, how often prices should be adjusted, when formulaic prices should be abandoned
or the formula itself be modified, and how such modifications should be effected (compare
Acton and Vogelsang (1989))? 31
While such insights derive from the similarity between regulation and contracts, a better
understanding of the differences between court and regulatory administration is also important to the design of regulatory structures. Efforts to instill regulation with contract-like,
high-powered incentives begs the question: why regulation rather than franchise contracting?
If the desire is to replicate market incentives, why not the real thing? Priest's (1993) analysis
of the historical shift from regulation by contract to regulation by commission suggests that
the costs of accommodating uncertainty using court administration over the long horizons
involved in public utility projects were high relative to the costs of accommodating change
by regulatory commission. As Levy and Spiller (1994) point out, the principal advantage of
regulation is its greater flexibility. Yet that flexibility also tends to undermine the commitment needed to instill high-powered incentives in regulatory relationships. In this regard,
regulatory bureaucracies and bureaucratic process may serve a useful purpose in limiting
regulator discretion (see Sappington (1986)). Optimal regulatory design will also depend
on the political and legal environment in which it operates (Levy and Spiller 1994).
Another prominent regulatory issue concerns the appropriate boundaries of regulated
firms. Disintegration and unbundling of utility services have been either required or strongly
29
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Private contracts also use a voaiety of nonprice clauses such as take-or-pay provisions and other types of
quantity restrictions to discom-age evasion. See, for instance, Masten and Crocker (1985) and Goldberg
and Erickson (1987).
One question is whether price realizations under RPI-X that left utilities unable to cover costs would
survive constitutional protections barring the taking of private property without just compensation. For a
theoretical analysis of price-cap versus cost-based regulation that raises similar concerns about the
inflexibility of price-cap regulation, see Schmalensee (1989).
Kovacic (1991) documents the interesting parallels between the inherent limitations of price caps used by
public utilities and the problems encountered in the implementation of fixed-price contracts by the
Department of Defense in weapons acquisition contracts.
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encouraged in the telecommunications, electricity, and natural gas sectors, with the ostensible goal of fostering competition in those stages of production and distribution capable of
supporting numerous participants and concentrating regulation exclusively on natural monopoly or bottleneck services. Only passing and superficial attention has been given,
however, to potential losses in organizational efficiency that may result from such disintegration. In their recent analysis of telecommunications regulation, for example, Baumol and
Sidak note ambivalently the trend toward integration of video, data, and conventional and
wireless voice transmission and allude to the potential loss of scope economies from
regulatory constraints preventing the regional Bell operating companies from competing in
businesses such as wireless communications, cable television, and long-distance service
(1994, 15, 19). A transaction-cost orientation stands to inform the discussion both conceptually and practically. At the conceptual level, transaction-cost economics has counseled
that scope economies in production imply only shared use of the factors of production, not
common ownership of those factors (see Teece (1982)). At the practical level, transactioncost economics is better suited than orthodox economics to evaluate the source and magnitude of economies associated with the integration of various services and stages of
production.
Recent changes in the regulation of the transportation and sale of natural gas provide
another illustration. Traditionally, interstate pipelines served as gas merchants, who purchased gas from independent well owners and then transported and sold the commodity under
long-term contracts to local distribution companies (LDCs). Beginning with the special
marketing programs of the early 1980's, however, the Federal Energy Regulatory Administration (FERC) embarked on an ambitious program to unbundle gas sales and transportation.
This effort, which culminated in FERC Orders 436,500, and 636, was designed to transform
pipelines into common carriers providing only transportation services to the end users on a
nondiscriminatory basis. The result has been a complete transformation of the natural gas
market into one where end users negotiate directly with well owners for gas supplies and
then arrange for transport by a regulated interstate pipeline. Indeed, this regime change
became quite popular amongst LDCs, who substituted away from their long-term contractual
obligations toward less expensive spot supplies in the wellhead markets. The development
of well-functioning spot markets, moreover, has altered the economics of that contracting
that remains. (See Lyon and Hackett (1993) and Alger and Toman (1990).) In contrast to
prederegulation agreements, such contracts generally index price to spot prices and often
provide for termination on relatively short notice by either party.
While the goal of open-access has clearly been to introduce market mechanisms in the
previously regulated gas industry, the long-term effects of these policies are still unclear.
Through its policies, FERC has effectively substituted rate-of-return regulation of transmission services for private governance through long-term, bundled contracts. Although a
substantial spot market for gas supplies in the field has evolved, the regulatory changes
supporting those developments occurred contemporaneously with the collapse in oil prices
and corresponding weakness in the gas market, obviating the need for major new investment
in pipeline capacity. Circumstances in the United States may now favor greater reliance on
unbundled, spot transactions, especially in locations such as Oklahoma and Southern
Louisiana where the density of producers and pipelines greatly attenuates the specificity of
production and transmission capacity. In such locations, however, neither long-term contracts nor regulation of transmission are likely to be necessary to support investments in
transmission capacity. Whether rate-of-return regulation of transmission services will prove
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as effective as long-term, bundled contracts in supporting investments in new transmission
capacity in more sparsely-served areas were gas demand to rise again is an open question.
To the extent LDC' s and other commercial purchasers of natural gas, in contrast to consumers
in end-user markets, have an advantage over regulators in assessing the costs and benefits
of those investments and associated governance alternatives, bundled contracts might well
prove more efficient. As Teece (1990, 21) notes,
It is not by accident that nowhere in the world--Canada, United States, Australia,
Europe--has the natural gas industry evolved by itself into a fragmented structure.
Integration efficiencies often dictate bundling. This view may be contrary to the new
conventional wisdom, but it is consistent with historical evidence and recent developments in organizational economics.
Ultimately, the merits of the current regulatory structure turn on comparative institutional
considerations of the type summarized in this study.
The disintegration debate has also extended to the electrical power industry, which has
traditionally been structured as large regional monopolies engaged in the generation,
transmission and distribution of electricity. The extensive horizontal span of individual
suppliers and the numerous power-sharing agreements often observed between independent
utilities have been justified on the basis of increased reliability resulting from coordinated
supply decisions. Moreover, the substantial degree of vertical integration, which extends
from generation through distribution, is generally viewed as an artifact of the economies
associated with internal dispatchability of generation in response to load fluctuations. This
is consistent with the observations of Masten, Meehan, and Snyder (1991) and Pirrong
(1993), who find that the costs of contracting rise steeply as the timing of performance
becomes more important, thereby favoring internal procurement. These coordination efficiencies, in conjunction with the natural monopoly aspects of the local distribution network,
resulted in an industry characterized by both extensive vertical integration and a lack of
competition in the distribution of electricity.
This industry is, however, entering a period of substantial transformation, prodded by
both legislative opportunities and political realities. The opportunity is provided by the
Public Utility Regulatory Policy Act of 1978 (PURPA), which set the stage for utilities to
purchase at least a portion of their power requirements from unregulated nonutility generators. While the intent of PURPA was only to encourage the use of cogeneration and other
alternative small power production technologies, the effect has been to alter fundamentally
the perceived supply options facing utilities and regulators. At the same time, the reality of
increasingly stringent prudence reviews, coupled with the political and environmental
impediments associated with the construction of large, central station generation facilities,
has encouraged utilities to concentrate on their distribution and transmission functions and
to look elsewhere for their power requirements. 32
While the displacement of regulated power generation by arms-length unregulated supply
agreements has been applauded in some quarters as a primafacie triumph of competitive
markets, important challenges have yet to be resolved. As Joskow (1989, 142) notes in this
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Although independentpowerproducerscurrentlyaccount fo( less than 5% of generatingcapacityin the
United States, ".,.it appearsthat up to half of the new generatingcapacitythat is expectedto come on line
over the next decadewill come fromindependentpowerproducers..." (Joskow 1991a, 68).
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regard,
Probably the most fundamental issues associated with the current trend toward
disintegration and the development of competitive wholesale generation markets are
associated with questions about alternative organizational arrangements...that might
sacrifice some of the theoretical efficiencies of vertical and horizontal integration in
order to reduce some of the inefficiencies of regulation by relying more on competition
to allocate generation resources...
The question becomes more acute when one recognizes that the institutional alternative to
the vertical integration of generation and distribution is unlikely to be an anonymous spot
market but, rather, a more structured and extended exchange relationship.
To the extent the siting of generation facilities and the construction of transmission lines
continue to involve relationship-specific investments, the exchange environment in the
wholesale power market will entail the prospect of opportunistic behavior. In such circumstances, transactions cost analysis predicts that the preferred institutional alternative to
vertical integration is likely to be the use of long-term contracts. Indeed, this is precisely
what has been observed by Cameron (1992), who examined contracts between independent
generators and utilities in Connecticut, Massachusetts, New Jersey, and Virginia, and found
that the duration of such contracts averaged 23 years. Similarly, Joskow (1989, 173) notes
that:
... long term supply contracts with [qualifying facilities] are generally negotiated at
least five years before the first delivery of power and specify delivery and payment
schedule for periods of ten to twenty years thereafter.
Decreases in the minimum efficient scale of power generators and the use of power pools
and coordinated exchanges that improve access to the distribution network by independent
generators are likely to reduce the importance of relationship-specific investments in the
market for electricity (see White (1995)). Nevertheless, transmission and generation are
likely to continue to exhibit substantial temporal specificities, implying the need for institutional alternatives to spot exchange. 33

5. Conclusions
The purpose of this article has not been to offer a full analysis of the implications of
transaction-cost economics to regulatory issues but, rather, to provide an overview of and
guide to the empirical literature in transaction-cost economics for regulatory economists. By
viewing rate-of-return regulation as a long-term agreement between customers and the
regulated firm, we are able to apply the insights gleaned from the now substantial literature
on contracting to understand better the regulatory relationship. For example, one would
expect an arms-length franchise bidding approach to be most effective when relationshipspecific investments are less important, so that incumbents would have less of an opportunistic advantage at franchise renewal. Alternatively, an exchange scenario requiring the
protection of extensive relationship-specific investment would imply the need for an ex-
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Examplesinclude the New York PowerPool (Pechman 1993)and the FloridaElectric Power
Coordinating Group(Cohen 1982).
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tended, and potentially complex, contractual relationship. Indeed, given the uncertainties
associated with performance over distant time horizons, the preferred choice may be to
forego a contractual relationship entirely, and opt for adjudication provided by regulatory
governance. The ability of the parties to write complete franchising agreements would make
a contracting relationship more attractive, while environmental circumstances leading to an
incomplete specification of duties would favor a more formal regulatory structure.
The fundamental lesson provided by transaction cost economics is that organization form
matters and that, depending on the specifics of the environment, some modes of governance
will be preferred to others. This observation is particularly germane in the current regulatory
setting, where less intrusive and more impersonal mechanisms are often advocated as
remedies for the perceived inefficiencies and arbitrariness of traditional rate-of-return
regulation. When considering these alternatives, the economic tradeoffs inherent in the
transaction cost approach provide guidance on appropriate modifications, as well as warn of
potential pitfalls.
An increasingly common regulatory reform is the use of the market processes for activities
which have historically been within the purview of regulation. Examples of this approach
include the interstate sale of natural gas, where anonymous spot markets have replaced
formal price regulation, and wholesale power markets in which electric utilities are increasingly purchasing electricity from independent sources in lieu of internal generation. To the
extent that relationship-specific investments are likely to continue to be important in both of
these industries, however, the appropriate alternative to regulation is the use of long-term
relational contracts rather than spot markets. Misguided deregulation efforts forcing spot
market exchange over long-term contracts or formal regulation may, therefore, induce
substantial inefficiencies.
A less extreme, but similarly directed, approach is the effort to resolve the uncertainties
associated with traditional regulation by substituting for that process a more mechanical,
and, hence, predictable form of governance. The mechanism design approach to regulation
maintains the traditional natural monopoly perspective on the role of regulation and seeks
to solve the regulatory problem by designing a complete "regulatory contract" with clearly
enunciated and structured incentives. But, as the empirical literature on organizational
choice and design demonstrates, in contexts where exchange requires relationship-specific
investments and the environment is complex or uncertain, the optimal governance mode is
an incomplete relational contract or, in the extreme, the use of vertical integration or
regulatory oversight. Efforts to create highly structured, formal, incentives in a regulatory
setting may be misplaced if the regulatory structure is itself a response to the hazards of
governing exchange through an arms-length franchise contract. Put differently, if credible
incentive regulation were feasible, franchise bidding would likely have dominated at the
outset, and regulation would not have been necessary. Ultimately, the only recourse to the
problems commonly associated with regulation may be the application of increased diligence
on the part of regulators and those that oversee them.
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